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Abstract 

This paper is an insight into the position of a man-father in the management 
of his home in French Caribbean societies. The work also exposes the 
fragility of link between father and child and the weakness of paternal link 
in these societies. A Caribbean father oscillates from irresponsible life to 
even invisible life. He is always ready to run away from family life which he 
sees as a cumbersome life. It is his unstable life, his insufficiency; frivolity 
and mediocrity that makes him to flee his home without leaving much trace. 
A Caribbean male is afraid of marriage, he even prefers cohabitation, he is 
highly unfaithful, sexually obsessed and always ready to use, abuse and 
abandon a woman. He prefers a care-free life and does not have the spirit of 
building a home. The paper also reveals the role of women in Caribbean 
societies. Caribbean society is said to be patriarchal, but across the literary 
works it is matriarchal. The role of women in organisation and articulation 
of homes where the men have abandoned their roles shall be highlighted by 
this paper.  

 
 
 Historical 

Caribbean literature refers to the literature of the people mostly in central and in southern part 
of America. American continent was founded by a British named Christopher Columbus in1492. He 
was an explorer. Though, America is tagged to be a virgin land, it  should not be forgotten that 
Christopher Columbus met some red Indians on the land. These Indians found themselves on 
American continent by accident. They were on exploration when they were carried overboard by tide. 
With the little foodstuff and grains and with the help of wild edible fruits these poor and local 
explorers were able to survive till when Columbus made his discovery. Columbus and his crew also 
discovered that America, which then was called ‘the new world’, would be suitable for agriculture. 
After the British discovery of America, other European countries like Spanish, Holland, Portugal, 
France etc followed suit. The farm produce over there were sugar cane, coffee, tobacco etc. the 
Europeans quite exploited the red Indians. The Indians were subjected to forced labour in the 
European plantation. The consequence of this forced labour was that these red Indians started dying as 
they could not withstand much stress. The European nations, in search of a race that could be used for 
the farm work in American soil, landed on the coast of Africa. The slavery and slave trade had been 
going on in Africa, through the Sahara desert to the Arab world. The first set of slaves imported by the 
Europeans yielded the desired result. The black slaves could withstand forced labour and hence the 
enlargement of the trade. The Africans were getting worthless products like mirrors, transistor radios, 
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tobacco, cigarettes, fairly used clothes, hot drinks etc in exchange for their able bodied-men. At first it 
was the men, but later women were also trafficked for the sake of procreation. 
 

The black man stepping his foot on American soil has really changed the history of the world. 
A slave man and a slave woman started producing slave children. A child born of a free born father 
and a slave woman still remained a slave child. Slave masters concealed affairs with their slave 
domestic servants became rampant. This situation led to the proliferation of half castes which the 
fathers usually regarded as bastards because of heritage problem, and also because of social and racial 
prejudice. The situation in America and especially in South-America gave rise to the existence of 
three categories of individuals; the Europeans who were the slave masters and the plantation owners, 
the “mûlatres” otherwise known as half-casts, and the pure African slaves. These three groups of 
individuals later represented the aristocratic class, the bourgeois and the proletariat class respectively. 
 

Back to the settlers on American continent, about 30,000 years before the coming of the 
Europeans in the new world, some men coming from Asia after the establishment of the navigation 
route of Bering, settled in the area called America today. The area was not developed until the coming 
of the Europeans. These Asian came mostly from India; the Algonquians and Sioux settling in the 
north and the Indians of Amazon settling in the south. The first settlers of the Central America are 
also called the pre-Columbians. Later, the Anglo-Saxon Americans of British origin appeared on the 
area. A little number of French origins were in present Canada. The South American and Central 
American including present Mexico were populated by the Spanish and Portuguese people. Presently, 
the French Caribbean islands include; Guadeloupe, Haïti, Martinique, Guyane, Cayene, Saint-
Barthélemy and Saint-Martin.   
  
Over view of striking themes in Caribbean literature in French 

Apart from the age long themes of slavery and forced labour in French Caribbean islands 
especially in the sugar cane plantation, the Caribbean society is beset with a lot of problems stemming 
from family life. The Caribbean homes are often in a serious turmoil due to the fact that certain 
fundamental issues are handled with levity. Let us begin with the problem associated with marriage; 
 
Marriage in Caribbean societies   

There is almost no marriage in Caribbean society. Conventionally, marriage is the union 
between a man and a woman who have come together with common interest, common objective and 
common desire to form a family. Children are important in a marriage as they help in strengthening 
the union but they are not criteria for marriage as they are God-given and not man-made. Western 
culture prescribes that marriage should be made up of husband and wife and if the couple is lucky, 
then children. African traditional fundamentalists see nothing wrong in polygamy. Quite often, one 
sees a husband and two or more wives amongst some people. In the same vein, some religion also 
approve the marriage between a man and several wives, depending on the strength of the man thus; 
his economic strength. Apart from the African pagans, polygamy is again glaring in Muslim culture. 

 
In the area of responsibility, the western culture focuses on the nuclear family. This is 

different from African culture where marriage encompasses the care of the extended relatives. Hence, 
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a western man will have fewer individuals to care for, whereas the African man will have more battle 
to face because the scope of his family is often outrageous. 
 

Coming to Caribbean culture, one discovers that the issue of marriage is complex. Even the 
one man one wife convention has a very weak base in Caribbean society. A Caribbean male always 
lacks the spirit of forming a family. When he manages to form a family, the marriage will break up at 
the slightest disagreement. In this society, a man wants to form a family but he is not always sure of 
himself, he dangles between the desire to remain a bachelor and the desire to be called a full man. 
This is why so many Caribbean men confuse marriage with cohabitation. Both the marriages that are 
solemnized in churches and the ones that are not suffer an outstanding ill in the Caribbean society and 
that is due to irresponsibility on the part of men and less often on the part of women. A Caribbean 
male lacks that quality of being psychologically ready to settle down. He sees his love life as a life 
that should be devoid of any constraint. He does not want to be caged by that concept marriage. Most 
Caribbean males allow their bachelor’s life to follow into their married life. One begins to wonder 
where the change in personality in the individual is. As it is known, marriage is supposed to be an 
upliftment from bachelor’s level to a married life, from lower level to a higher level. Surprisingly, the 
marriage in Caribbean islands is a mix up of the whole process. Let us look at infidelity as it cuts 
across some french-caribbean literary works. 
 
Infidelity: Infidelity has been a major problem tormenting love life of the Caribbeans. In Pays 
mêlé(1985) written by Maryse Condé, the Lebanese living at Kali was married and had Sanderine as a 
house help. When the wife of this man died, he decided to enter into relationship with their house 
help, Sanderine. Sanderine later became sick due to too much child bearing. She decided to call her 
sister, Mirabelle, from the village to come and stay with them at Kali. The Lebanese cashed in on the 
naivety of Mirabelle and started an affair with her. This man saw it as a sweet life possessing the two 
sisters. In the same book, Edariste got entangled with Berthe. For no just cause, Berthe was 
abandoned. Edariste, unknowing to Berthe had started another relationship with a girl from Dominica 
who he eventually married. Bélia, the daughter of Emma Devarieux and Charles Emmanuel was well 
educated. Her waywardness and life of depravity started only when the fiancé abandoned her for 
another girl. Jean Hilaire Endomius promised to marry Pourméra. He disappointed Pourméra because 
he was too engrossed in other relationships. Abelardo also disappointed Pourméra because he felt he 
had finished with her, that it was high time he looked for another woman. 
 

In La rue Cases-Nègres (1950) of Joseph Zobel, the white man that impregnated the mother 
of M’man Tine did not marry her because he had other women. In the same vein, the white man that 
put M’man Tine in a family way also did not marry her and that was how Délia her daughter was 
born. Délia also faced the same fate. Eugène, the driver of the district administrator impregnated 
Délia. He also refused to marry her and moved on with his wayward life. In the same book, the 
relationship between Mamzelle Gracius and that of Justin Roc was a relation between a woman in 
need of daily bread and a superior officer in need of sexual exploitation. Of course, Justin Roc was 
having affairs with other women not minding the fact that Gracius had children for him. 
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In Le Quimboiseur l’avait dit, (1980) of Myriam Warner-Vieyra, the grandmother of Zétou 
also was used and abandoned by a white man. Zétou notes: “C’était le fils des gens chez qui ma 
grand-mère avait travaillé en tant que bonne depuis l’âge de douze ans. Elle avait a peine dix-sept ans, 
quand ce fils gâté lui avait fait une bosse par-devant” (23). Here, Zétou expresses her bitterness on 
how her grandmother was abused sexually by the son of the master she was serving and her eventual 
sack from the house when they noticed that she had become pregnant. The master sacked Zétou’s 
grandmother because he felt she was not worthy of his son. His son on the other hand was not ready to 
claim responsibility of any type concerning Zétou’s grandmother for he had other agenda; he had his 
numerous illicit affairs with other women or rather he was not ready to stick to or to accept the young 
house help he put in a family way. Closely related to infidelity is that of sexual exploitation. 
 
Sexual exploitation: Sexual exploitation dominates most of the literary works of the West Indies. 
During the slave period, the slave master was the owner of his slaves including female slaves. He saw 
them as his property and used them as he wanted. The slaves worked for him at his plantation and 
during his leisure he made love to the selected and appealing females amongst them. This act was 
exactly what gave rise to the proliferation of half-casts. 
 

Apart from the foregoing, the general lifestyle in Caribbean islands centered on sexual 
exploitation. Coming back to La rue Cases-Nègres,  Valbrun who was the owner of the residence 
where M’man Tine was working exploited M’man Tine with impunity. M’man Tine remarks: “ Moi, 
j’étais toujours baissée du matin au soir dans un sillon, ma tête plus bas que mon derrière, jusqu’ à ce 
que le Commandeur, M. Valbrun, ayant vu comment j’étais faite, m’a tenue, m’a roulé à terre et m’à 
enfoncé une enfant dans le ventre”(43). From M’man Tine’s experience, one understands that  
Valbrun was sexually obsessed. His infatuation for M’man Tine stemmed from the fact that he saw 
her bent down while working and that her position aroused immediately sexual feelings in him. He 
could not control himself. He quickly grabbed her in that position, rolled her over and forced a child 
into her womb. 
 

In Sidonie, a short story contained in Femmes echouées (1988) of Myriam Warner-Vieyra, 
Sidonie cut off the manhood of her husband, Bernard with a kitchen knife because of  his promiscuity 
with another woman who happened to be their house help. In the same book, Diop the husband of 
Mariama married in addition to his wife, his secretary after prolonged illicit affair with her. In another 
short story Suicide also contained in Femmes echouées, the fiancé of a nurse, Jeanne, abandoned her 
for another young lady whom he knew that his parents had already kept aside for him. Jeanne felt bad 
when she discovered that she had been used and dumped. Again, in another short story, L’ombre 
venant du pont in the same book, Joycelyne caught her husband, Georges with another woman whom 
he had already told lies that he was living in the premises with his sister, that he had since divorced 
his wife. Guylene, the intruder was not happy because Georges told her so many lies, including that 
he was divorced, and that his divorced wife was staying in the city. 
 
In Le Monde tel qu’il est (1976) of Salvat Etchart, Galba who was a fugitive revealed his sexual 
obsession through his strange act of irresponsibility even at the face of death. Galba was a man on the 
run; the gendarmes even fired some shots at him. But as he was hiding, he also created time to make 
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love to a woman. Galba was described this way by the author: “Malgré le fait qu’il est en fuite et 
poursuivi par les gendarmes et malgré le fait que l’ on a tiré sur lui il trouve le temps pour faire 
l’amour” (208) Some characters in caribbean works are molded in such a way that their ways of life 
attract some sympathy from people with good conscience. A typical illustration of a miserable and 
inconsiderate man is revealed in Les Nègres servent d’exemple (1977) of Salvat Etchart. Jo is an 
unemployed man who needs means of survival desperately. Instead of Jo becoming serious in life so 
as to ameliorate his situation, he takes to patronizing  prostitutes who further complicated his state of 
poverty. Jo was busy even in his poverty state making every effort to exploit women sexually.  
 
Abandonment: Life of abandonment is common in Caribbean setting. A lot of women suffer solitude 
owning to problems associated with their love life. Owning to the frequent quagmire in marriages 
which often lead to separation or divorce as the case may be, women are constrained to wallow in 
frustration, sadness, abject poverty, mental imbalance and sometimes they end up dying. The conjugal 
injuries or marital emotional traumas sustained by women often send them to mental asylum. Some of 
the women came out of psychiatric homes alive and some ended up wasting there. The major cause of 
women abandonment is breach of contract in love life, largely on the part of men. Most of the men see 
this breach of contract as a necessary evil because they cannot do without some frivolities in 
marriage; most of the men do not see extra-marital affairs as an aberration. In Les naufragés, a short 
story contained in Femmes echouées of Warner-Vieyra a certain doctor Celestin de Sainte-Anne 
d’Anjou came back from France after studying medicine. He looked at the common ill in Caribbean 
islands and ended up constructing mental rehabilitation home where he was trying to cure his patients 
combining traditional and modern medicine. One hundred percent of his patients are all women and 
ninety percent of the cases are associated with love life. 
 
Heritage problems: In matters of heritage, both women and their offspring are denigrated due to 
either social or racial prejudice. A slave master who had an affair with a black girl considers a child 
resulting from such affair as a bastard and also a slave child. He is not happy identifying with such 
child in public. In La rue Cases-Nègres of Zobel an old white man dying on a sick bed gave an 
instruction to his lawyer to allow the children he had with a black woman inherit all his assets but that 
they should not bear his name which he considers to be the name of a pure white person and not a 
name worthy of a half-cast or a slave child. The old white man expresses his feeling thus: “Mon nom 
n’a jamais été porté que par des Blancs. Ce n’est pas un nom de mûlatre” (279).Non recognition of 
paternal link among some Caribbean men is provoked by underestimation of both the social and racial 
standing of their partners. 
 
Supremacy of mothers and grandmothers: The roles played by mothers and grandmothers in 
Caribbean society cannot be waved aside. Most Caribbean males are said to be invisible because they 
do not want to accept family responsibility. In the absence of men, the role of bringing up children 
resulting from love life becomes the entire burden of the women. It should not be forgotten that some 
women also disappear like ghosts when the chips are down. In such situation when the men disappear 
and the women vanish, the burden of bringing up the fruits of their love life falls automatically on 
grandmothers and other elderly women. In La rue Cases-Nègres of Zobel, Délia’s father was 
invisible. Délia was brought up solely by her mother M’man Tine. Délia in turn got impregnated by 
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the driver of the resident administrator, Eugène. Eugène disappears and Délia was to take care of little 
José. But dramatically, Délia also disappeared to town, Fort de France seeking for greener pasture and 
avoiding the stigma of spinster-mother and other related responsibilities. Now the burden of taking 
care of the young José fell again on the old woman, M’man Tine, Délia’s grandmother. 
 

 Looking at Pays mêlé of Condé, Berthe the daughter of Pourméra suffered to bring up her 
son Antoine because she was driven away by her foster parents when they realized that she was 
pregnant for their son Antoine Aubrun. Berthe on her own part almost abandoned the little boy 
Antoine if not that she received assistance from Destrella, an elderly woman with good conscience 
who knew her in the past. This woman served as grandmother to Antoine while Berthe served as his 
biological mother. Antoine Aubrun the father of little Antoine never bothered to know who his 
offspring was. Again, Pourméra the mother of Berthe also suffered the fate of abandonment. She 
came in contact with a man, Alberlado, who posed as her husband. Aberlado ran her business down, 
put her in a family way and absconded with the remaining money she had. Owing to frustration, 
Pourméra developed mental problem such that she was almost insane at the time she put to bed. That 
explains why her child, Berthe, after being nursed for some time by the nurses was given out to a 
foster parent, the Aubruns. Lastly, Mirabelle, the mother of Pourméra tasted the abandonment before 
her daughter, Pourméra and her granddaughter, Berthe. Mirabelle was impregnated by a Lebanese 
who came from Bogota whose name is Carlos Martinez. This Lebanese disappeared even before 
Mirabelle could put to bed. It was the Reverend Sisters who helped to feed, shelter and to clothe her 
and her baby, Pouméra. This time around, the Reverend Sisters served as mother and grandmother to 
her child. Here, it becomes very unfortunate that three generation of women suffered the same fate; 
first it was Mirabelle, then Pourméra and lastly Berthe. 
 

 In Le Quimboiseur l’avait dit (1980) of Warner vieyra, the grandmother of Zétou suffered to 
bring the little girl and her other siblings up. Rosemonde, Zétou’s mother, the other way round 
abandoned her husband in search of greener pasture in Paris. Also in Pluie et Vent sur Telumée 
Miracle (1972) of Simone Schwarz-Bart, Reine Sans Nom underwent untold hardship to bring up 
Telumée as her biological mother, Victoire abandoned her and her sister Regina to enjoy her newly 
found love, Haute-Colbi. 
 

The role of bringing up a child does not only entail giving the child food to eat, sheltering and 
clothing him but, it entails all other sacrifices on the part of parents that will enable such a child turn 
to an ideal person. Let us use the role of M’man Tine in La rue Cases-Nègres to illustrate this 
discussion. Apart from feeding, clothing and sheltering José, M’man Tine ensures that her grandchild 
goes to school. She pays the school fees early and monitors his behaviour and performances in school. 
This grandmother ensures that José is morally upright. She compels him to attend catechism classes of 
the dreaded Mamzelle Fanny. She sanctions José whenever he misbehaved. She teaches additional 
morals to José, always reminding him that he should try to show good example as a child who has 
good upbringing. 
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Conclusion 
This paper is an attempt to determine the position of a man-father in the management of his 

home in Caribbean setting. The paper demonstrates the fragility in father-child relationship and 
weakness of the paternal link in Caribbean societies. In these societies, fatherhood is beset with 
irresponsibility, moral decadence, mediocrity and frivolity. Children cannot publicly identify with 
their fathers because of poor social standing of their mothers or racial bias. Fathers are always on the 
run because of insufficiency and lack of the will power to assume family responsibility. 
 

The paper also reveals some facts about the anthropology of man. The love showered on 
descendants by the elderly ones, mostly grandmothers in this context. The role of women in 
articulation and organization of homes is clearly demonstrated. The linage of woman is revealed as 
men are always invincible. In theory, Caribbean is a patriarchal society but in practice, it looks more 
matriarchal. The women, most of the time, become the pivot of the homes because of the 
disappearance of the men. 
 

This work exposes the vices of men in their family life. Non desire to marry and assume full 
responsibility, infidelity in marriage, abuse of women, abandonment and repudiation of women are 
some of the factors militating against establishing conventional family setting in Caribbean societies. 
Conventionally, the man-father is supposed to be the head of the family. He is supposed to be 
supervising virtually all the activities therein, but in Caribbean societies, this system is lacking and 
almost nonexistent. 
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